Friday, May 8th, 2015

5:00 - 7:00 PM

Presentations by:

Leif Albright, Lauren Schnell, Kenneth F. Reeve, and Tina M. Sidener:
*Teaching Function of Behavior with EBI*

Brittany A. Boudreau, Jason C. Vladescu, Tiffany M. Kodak, Paul H. Argott, April N. Kisamore, and Casey L. Nottingham:
*A Comparison of Differential Reinforcement Procedures with Children with Autism*

Gina M. Delli Bovi, Jason C. Vladescu, Ruth DeBar, Regina Carroll, Randi A. Sarokoff, and Kaitlyn Donovan: *Using Video Modeling with Voiceover Instruction to Train Staff to Implement an MSWO Preference Assessment*

Antonia R. Giannakakos, Jason C. Vladescu, Sharon A. Reeve, and April N. Kisamore:
*Using Video Modeling with Voiceover Instruction plus Feedback to Train Staff to Implement Direct Teaching Procedures*

Erin L. Sainsbury, Dr. Tina M. Sidener, Dr. Kenneth Reeve, Catherine Taylor-Santa, and Dr. David Sidener: *A Discrimination Training Procedure to Establish Praise as a Conditioned Reinforcer for Children with Autism*


Light refreshments will be served

Join from PC, Mac, iOS or Android: https://zoom.us/j/181505905